1 About Salesforce.com

Salesforce is the innovative company behind the worlds #1 CRM solution. Our software is cloud-based, so it doesn’t require a team of IT experts to set up or manage, you just log in and start using it.

2 The Project

As a Project Manager or Engineering Manager, I often lose track of the dependencies between stories. Our internal agile management software has stored relationships between items, but the only interface we have is either via a list, or an individual story. Instead, I’d like to see a visual representation of the relationships between all these items, while still keeping the power of the existing list and detail views.

Generally, I still want to retain the filtration aspects of a list view, but also see how it is categorized. The typical levels at which filtration and categorization is desired is by Epic, Team, Sprint, Assignee, Parent/Child relationship, and Status. Our initial thought is that having a filterable tree-style view could add a lot of value to those looking for a quick-to-understand snapshot on stories. This is primarily a project focusing on User-Experience and Design, but it requires developer resources to create a working widget.

3 Desired Technologies

- Standard Web Stuff: HTML, CSS, & Javascript
- Platforms: Salesforce; particularly Lightning Components
- SCM: git to manage the project on github

4 Team Requirements

- Recommended team size: 2-3
- Each team-member would be asked to sign an NDA with Salesforce.
- Work can be performed anywhere, but we will at least give a tour of the Salesforce office in Louisville.
- Preferred communications are over email and/or hangouts video conferences.